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By Brandon Royal

Maven Publishing, United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 211 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Are we masters of or servants to our own
human nature? This illustrated, short novel presents a satire on human nature. Human nature are
two words that are used often, but what exactly do they mean? This work explores, in narrative
form, that mysterious collage of traits, emotions, and idiosyncrasies that describes the way we are
and the way we behave -- our envy, vanity, greed, and white lies as well as our loyalty, generosity,
love, and honor. Paradise Island is a fable about a young adventurer who travels to the sunny, fun-
filled island of his dreams, but struggles to keep paradise found from becoming paradise lost. A
product of inspirational and literary fiction, this work will appeal to readers interested in fantasy,
satire, and philosophy in fiction. Author s bio: Brandon Royal is an award-winning writer whose
educational authorship includes The Little Blue Reasoning Book, The Little Red Writing Book, The
Little Gold Grammar Book, and The Little Green Math Book. During his tenure working in Hong
Kong for US-based Kaplan Educational Centers -- a Washington...
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This publication is wonderful. It is amongst the most remarkable pdf i have got read. Its been written in an exceptionally basic way and it is merely a er i
finished reading through this pdf in which really transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Sha yne Schneider-- Sha yne Schneider

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just pleased to inform you that this is the greatest book
i have got study inside my personal daily life and could be he best pdf for at any time.
-- Miss Sha ny Tillm a n-- Miss Sha ny Tillm a n
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